
Discover Hungary

A love for life !

3 days product launch programme and meeting



When Nobel Prize winner Enrico Fermi was asked if he believed in extraterrestrials, he replied:

"They are among us, but they call themselves Hungarians"

This small country is one of the oldest European countries, situated in the middle of the

continent in Central Europe.

Hungarians speak a language and form a culture unlike any other in the region: this

distinctiveness has been both a source of pride and an obstacle for more than 1100 years.

This is the country:

- Which boasts one of the world's most beautiful cities: Budapest, the "Pearl of the Danube"
- Where 2000 year old Roman ruins and 400 year old Turkish monuments can be found side by
side
- Where Central Europe's largest fresh water lake - Balaton - is located, providing natural paradise
for its visitors
- Where hundreds of therapeutic mineral springs gush up from the depths

And there is something else that keeps bringing visitors back to us - the 

legendary Hungarian hospitality.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Kingdom_of_hungary_europe.png




Welcome to Gresham Palace Budapest. The renaissance of an Art Nouveau landmark, exquisitely transformed with ultra-
modern comforts, Four Seasons combines luxury and intuitive service with panoramic vistas of the Danube and the hills of
Buda. Now a luxury five-star hotel, Gresham Palace has long been acclaimed for its magnificent architecture.

History of the Palace
Built between 1904 and 1906, Gresham Palace sits at a site that was once home to the Nako House, a neo-classic palace that
was built in 1827 and designed by architect Joseph Hild. The Gresham Life Insurance Company, a British company, took
possession of the building in 1880. Nako House wasn't grand enough for Gresham, which had decided to build its foreign
headquarters here, so they demolished it and began to seek .

Detail of the façade designs for a new building in its place. The chosen design was by local architect Zsigmond Quittner and
construction began on this Sezession masterpiece in 1904, concluding a little more than two years later.
Originally, the palace served not only as an office building but also a home for wealthy British aristocrats connected with the
company. During World War II, however, Soviet soldiers eagerly took up residence in the very opulent palace. Eventually, it fell
into disrepair and served as an apartment building during the Communist rule of Hungary.
When democracy was restored, the national government presented the palace to the city of Budapest.

In the early 21st century, it was purchased by the Four Seasons hotel chain and is now one of the city's finest hotels.

About the Design
Gresham Palace is a wonderful study in Sezession architecture and one of the finest examples of this style found in Central
Europe. With flowing lines, beautiful ironwork (including two magnificent peacocks at the gate of the courtyard), and
ornamental decorations inspired by floral motifs, this building is quintessentially.
Sir Thomas Gresham
Sezession (the local variant of Art Nouveau). Add stained glass windows, wide sweeping staircases, and incredible mosaics and
you have one of Budapest's most magnificent buildings. Look for the bust of Sir Thomas Gresham at the top of the building
near the moniker.



Thanks to the Four Seasons, the building was recently lovingly restored to its original grandeur, with large guest rooms
featuring vaulted ceilings and step-out balconies, while still receiving much needed upgrades that have brought the palace
into the 21st century. There's also a wonderful spa and excellent dining room.









Day 1 :
• Arrival at Budapest airport accorded to your own flight. PARTICIPANTS COMING FROM DIFFERENT COUNTRIES.

• Hostesses will meet and greet each client with your company signage and will be then directing them to their 

chauffeur. Transportation will be a mixture of luxury town cars and minivan accorded to how many clients are 

expected with same flight or at same timing.

• Airport information

Budapest Ferihegy International Airport:

Distance to Hotel:  24 kilometers or 15 miles – 30 minutes drive

International Airlines currently offering routes to Budapest:

Air France, Alitalia, British Airways, Delta Airlines, Iberia, KLM, Lufthansa, Malév, Swiss and other major carriers.

Private transfer to your hotel: The Gresham Palace 5*****.

Check-in at hotel. The check in will be organized into a private function room where welcome breakfast buffet will be 
displayed upon arrival till 11.00am. (Coffee, tea, juice, pastries).

Before lunch clients who would arrive earlier can enjoy the beautiful SPA, exercise room, and indoor great swimming pool…





Lunch will then also be
served as a “finger
food” buffet into the
Páva Room, so that
clients can eat any time
accorded to the time
they will arrive.

This elegant room,
located on the ground
floor with floor to
ceiling windows is over
looking the Danube.
The entire room invokes
the elegance and spirit
of Art Nouveau and is
ideal for breakfast,
lunch, dinner and
cocktail receptions.
The private meeting
space can be enriched
with products of the
company if you are
doing a kick-off.

Launch and 
display of a 

car



From 3.00 to 5.00 pm: Plenary Introduction into the Széchenyi Room.

Located on the Mezzanine level, Széchenyi Room has an adjoining pre-function room. The room is equipped with state-of-
the-art audiovisual equipment as well as automated blackout curtains.
The Széchenyi Pre-function Room offers spectacular views of the renowned Chain Bridge as well as Buda Castle.
The room will include a stage with a branded back drop, a lectern, a microphone, a screen and a video projector.
It can accommodate up to 144 participants, in classroom style and is 115 M2.

• Badges will be given and provided by Pink Sky Travel representatives before guest enter meetings.



Meeting rooms’ floor plan



6.00 pm: Depart from hotel for an amazing evening… full of surprises…
Client will be picked-up outside hotel by most beautiful old timer cars for sight-seeing Budapest …

Budapest – the Paris of eastern Europe- with it’s big avenues, eclectic buildings and cafés, offers both the
romance that could have been experienced in the middle of the 20th century and a colorful modern city life.
Enjoy all this like a true aristocrat in an old-timer car with a private driver...





A small evening tour will be given that will lead us to one of the most famous Hungarian culinary aspect… the worldwide
famous wine of Tokaji, along with all the other very best wines of this country… A ‘’ degustation ‘’ or wine tasting if you
prefer, will be our cocktail way to this first evening together… Welcome to this beautiful caves with a 550 m2 wine cellar in
the basement of a 19th century building. The collection includes about 200 different wines and 50 spirits all made in
Hungary in the last 40 years. The cellar is decorated with museum pieces of wine making.

Tokaji Essencia

The Elixir of the Tsars

http://www.port.hu/pls/me/media.popup_top?i_area_id=8&i_object_id=&i_media_id=260026&i_is_picture=1&i_is_video=1&i_org_id=20702


It is safe to say that Tokaji Aszú is the first (since the sweetened and doctored wines of the ancient world) of the

great sweet wines, well established as such by the mid-17th century. The beneficial effects of botrytis were noted

here almost a century before they were accidentally discovered in Germany, Moreover, the vineyards were the

first ever to be classified: in 1700 Prince Rákóczi of Transylvania introduced 1st, 2nd and 3rd class (or growth)

quality ratings. Tokaji was the most highly regarded and sought after wine particularly by Russian and Polish

royalty and nobility. The vineyards, mostly owned by the Hungarian aristocracy, were the country’s most valuable

assets. (Catherine the Great can claim to be one of the first foreign investors; she owned, and protected with her

own guards, a major vineyard.) There is much evidence that the wine appealed to English connoisseurs in the 18th

and early 19th centuries.

(Christie’s archives reveal that Tokaji appeared in a catalogue dated 1770, only 4 years after James Christie set up

his auction business). Another appreciative connoisseur was Thomas Jefferson who imported and served ‘rich

Tokaji at his presidential banquets in the early 1800’s. Historically the wine and the region were called Tokay by the

English but the wine is more correctly referred to as Tokaji and the region as Tokaj.



Our traditional gourmet Hungarian dinner will take place in one of the most elegant restaurant, of BUDAPEST.

The Fisherman’s Bastion

restaurant can be found on

the Buda side of the river

up on the hill in the castle

area.

The views are amazing, but

the food is the real treat

and coupled with first class

service the experience is

simply flawless. While the

interior design, with its

restoration in recent years,

is considered a

masterpiece, it is still worth

taking advantage of the

delightful roof terrace.

Built in the Romanesque Revival style, the Bastion's terraces offer a stunning view

of Budapest. The Danube and the Parliament building can perhaps be seen at their

finest from the vantage point of the Fisherman's Bastion.

The beautiful structure, prized by art historians, was built between 1895 and 1902

according to plans by architect Frigyes Schulek. Severely damaged during the

Second World War, the structure was restored by Frigyes Schulek's son, János

Schulek.



YOUR PRODUCT CAN BE  DISPLAYED HERE AS WELL FOR THE EVENING ( here cars)



Welcome drink on the 
terrace with gipsy live 

musique





Day 2 : Product launch
• American breakfast buffet will be served at hotel in private room from 06.30 am.
• From 8.00 to 10.00 am: Plenary. (Same room as day before.)
•

• 10.00 am: Coffee break in private foyer room.
•

• From 10.30 to 12.30 pm: Breakouts in 3 different rooms, which can accommodate small group of customers and 
Execs in classroom along with exhibition of products.

The 3 rooms would have a glass wall on one side giving it a light and airy feel. 
The rooms will be equipped with state-of-the-art audiovisual equipment as well 
as automated blackout curtains.

The exhibition of your launched product, 
the show case, could 
be accommodate in beautiful Télikert Room

• Depart your hotel for a lunch break in style !



From 1.00 pm to 3.00 pm: Lunch will be served on board your private ship, for a cruise on the Blue Danube...
Enjoy a cocktail on the deck; with a breathtaking view of beautiful city of Budapest... and 1h15 minutes cruise ...
The ship will be awaiting you at the feet of the hotel. The pontoon will be showing your brand with custom
FEATHER FLAGS on each side :

Lunch will be entertained by Hungarian
cimbalom. It is a concert hammered
dulcimer: a type of chordophone
composed of a large, trapezoidal box
with metal strings stretched across its
top. It is a musical instrument
commonly found throughout the group
of East European nations and cultures
which composed Austria- Hungary
(1867–1918), namely contemporary
Belarus, Hungary, Romania, Moldova,
Ukraine, Poland, the Czech Republic
and Slovakia.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belarus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hungary
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Romania
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moldova
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ukraine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poland
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Czech_Republic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slovakia
http://rds.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0PDoTD1.9RNXS8ANhKjzbkF/SIG=13pp3827f/EXP=1305832565/**http:/dulcimer.new-renaissance.com/5_other_countries/3_e_europe/pix/hungary-2005/cimbalom-player.jpg


From 3.00 to 5.00 pm: Second breakouts session in the 3 different rooms with coffee break.

From 5.00 to 8.00 pm: One to One meetings.

• During the entire event, the client will be given an office room that will be equipped

with printer, photocopier, Wi-Fi, office desk...

• The hotel will be largely signaled with the company signage to direct participants.

At 9.00pm: Depart from hotel, for an Arty and Gourmet night in a Art Gallery.

At the KOGART House classic meets contemporary,
traditional meets modern. They combine the harmony
of flavors with beauty and arts in the restaurant. There
are only a handful of places in Budapest, where you
may dine amongst paintings from János Vaszary, János
Mattis-Teusch, László Moholy Nagy, Valér Ferenczy or
Lajos Kassák in an elegant villa. Their sommelier offers
the best of more than a hundred different wines to go
with your meal. Discover paintings with your guide
during welcome drink, and eat gourmet food with a
live jazz music or Hungarian beautiful violinist
quartets.





Day 3 :
• American breakfast buffet will be served at

hotel in private room from 06.30 am.

• 08H00 Depart hotel for a Budapest discovery
day experience tour.



But morning will start with one of the thing that all tourists do in Budapest…
THE TERMAL SPA BATH !
You will have the opportunity to try the Szechenyi Bath is the biggest and most
popular of all the thermal baths in Budapest. What is more, it is one of the
biggest natural hot spring spa baths in Europe too. Szechenyi Bath is 100 years
old in 2013, and throughout its century old history, about a 100 millions of
bathers have enjoyed the warm medicinal waters and the fun pools.

The 18 pools in Szechenyi Bath is open every single day throughout the year,
including national holidays, when its an especially popular place to visit. Besides
the outdoor and indoor geothermal pools, you can get massage treatments,
enjoy the saunas, the gym, relax by the pools with some beer, wine or even
taste the natural waters that supply the pools from over 1000 meters below the
surface.
Fun: try the whirlpools, the water jets, the underwater aqua massage, and
explore the labyrinth of the palace hiding 18 pools
Relaxing: soak in the spring waters day and night, summer or winter, and book a
massage in advance to enhance the effectiveness of the waters’ healing powers.
Historical: the spring waters of Szechenyi Bath were discovered in the 1880s, by
1913 millions were enjoying the fun aqua therapeutically powers of the baths.
Explore the Neo-Baroque palace and historical beauty of Szechenyi Bath.

Massage : Treatments: massage treatments are very well appreciated and can
be arranged for your guests.

Meet with famous chess players in the 
SPA ! A local cultural activity !



YOU WILL ALSO BE ABLE TO 
TRY THE INDOOR POOLS YOU WILL ALSO BE ABLE 

TO HAVE A MASSAGE





SPA PARTIES 
ARE ALSO 

ORGANIZED 
AT NIGHT 

AND IF YOUR 
PARTICIPANTS 

WANT TO 
PARTY WE 

CAN 
ORGANIZE 
THAT FOR 
SOME OF 

THEM OR THE 
ALL GROUP



Tour will  include a local gastronomic lunch in a bistro style Michelin restaurant.

Borkonyha Winekitchen Restaurant.

Executive chef Ákos
Sárközi and a talented
team of young chefs
serve up inventive
dishes in this
downtown, Michelin-
starred restaurant.
Expect dishes such as
lamb saddle and pork
tenderloin made from
the famed Hungarian
Mangalica pig. The
signature starter here
is the duck liver, which
has been a mainstay
on the menu since the
opening in 2010.
Among Budapest’s
four-Michelin-starred
restaurants,
Borkonyha is the most
casual, with a bistro-
like vibe.



Forget traditional sightseeing and after lunch, discover Budapest in a three-wheeled convertible! Sit back and discover the
Hungarian capital’s most famous sights during this comprehensive private 4 hours Tuk Tuk tour.
This freewheeling trip through town will bring you past some of Budapest’s most-visited sights, including the Hungarian
State Opera House, St. Stephen’s Basilica, the Hungarian Parliament Building, Buda Castle, the Chain Bridge, and a more
hidden gems… like the great market hall ; street food…
You will have the chance to stop and take photographs at major sites, while your guide regales you with colorful stories
about the city’s past and present.





• Participants will be transferred to Budapest airport in the end of the afternoon, accorded to their own flight.


